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Brief Annual Report for 2018
During 2018, ELETO’s boards [Administrative board of ELETO (DS) and General Scientific Board
(GESY)] had 22 meetings either, in which they examined various terminology matters. Specifically,
GESY studied, validated and approved a large number of Greek terms or Greek equivalents of
English terms, subsequently published in ELETO’s newsletter “Orogramma”(issues No 148 to No
153) and inserted in the English-Greek Glossary of Terms "Terms on Fora"(16th edition). On board
member elections (7 May 2018) new board members were elected.
ELETO continued cooperating with Termnet according to the ELETO–TermNet Memorandum of
Understading signed in 2013, offering terminology terms from its TERMTERM termbase to the TermTerm
termbase the latter initiated by the “TermTerm consortium”. Besides TERMTERM, ELETO continued offering
terms from two other termbases, TELETERM (telecommunications) and INFORTERM (information
technology) as well as various glossaries.
During 2018, the following glossaries were created and uploaded on ELETO’s site:
a.

General and special terms in the field of Terminology (GR-EN-FR) (Edition 6)

b.

English–Greek glossary of geological terms (Edition 9)

c.

General and special terms of optics and lasers – EN-GR and GR-EN glossaries

d.

English–Greek glossary of terms and phrases for bidding procedures

e.

English–Greek glossary of basic SI units and their multiples and submultiples

In 8 November 2018, ELETO in cooperation with the Technical Committee ELOT/TE 21
"Terminology – Language Resources" and the Hellenic Network for Terminology (EDO) organized
a workshop titled “Terminology and terminology resources – The requirements for modern Greek
scientific terminology and the need to activate experts”. The purpose of the event was to present
general issues related to Terminology based on the organizers’ experience with terminology
activities and, above all, to discuss the problems/needs specially in scientific terminology including
proposals for cooperation/coordination of scientific and professional operators and for utilization of
the terms that have been produced or are continuously produced in the context of Greek
standardization activities.

